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I. Abstract
Due to increased mass media coverage and awareness ca~paigns over the past year,
-'
the, commercial sector has become increasingly exposed to the concept of open source '
software. Open source software (human readable, freely redistributable source code) is
developed as a public good by a global network of contributors and offers the promise of
increased freedom~ flexibility, control, and product innovation at a significantly lower
cost.
A research study was undertaken to identify and better understand the key factors that
influence Lucent Technologies technical staffto either adopt or reject the use of open
source software to perform their job responsibilities.
An overview of open source software and its window of commercial opportunity are
presented. Rogers' classical Innovation-Decision Process is discussed and serves as the
research framework. A web-based survey and qu~itative interviews were used to collect
sample data. Analysis of the data demonstrates a strong pattern of innovation diffusion
consistent with Rogers' generalizations. Limitations to the study, lessons learned, and
topics for further research are discussed.
Based upon the study, a series ofrecommendations to the management of Lucent
Technologies are developed. Key corporate recommendations include: 1) establishing an
open source software policy, 2) greater legal counsel participation and education, 3)
development of a web ,site portal for open source software, 4) development of training
resources and services focused on open source software, 5) support and educate the.CIO
1
organization on the benefits, capabilities, and use of open source software, 6) creation of
a centralized support service for open source software, and 7) creation of a Lucent
Technologies P?blic License for sharing internal open source software across business
units.
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II. Background
Lucent Technologies, previously part of AT&T, has a rich history of supporting the
internal development and sharing of open source software. The most significant and
longest rp'nning use of open source software began as a grassroots software reuse effort at
AT&T in Indian Hill, lllinois in 1982~
The motivation driving the effort was that many of the tools being developed for use
on internal projects were superior in quality and features to comparable commercial
offerings. As developers "found out" about these tools they began to request access to the
software. Early efforts encountered a number of distribution problems, including
difficulty in making the tools available on a variety of hardware architectures and
inconsistent tool versions on different machines. The problem was exacerbated by the
fact that tool providers were more interested in improving their tools than in solving
distribution problems.
A key watershed event occurred when a number of engineers moved from Indian Hill
to New Jersey in 1984. The engineers wanted to continue using the same set of tools they
were already familiar with. As a result, a grassroots effort began to develop software and
automated processes to distribute the tools to a series of machines worldwide throughout
the company. The effort was originally called "Experimental Tools" [Exptools, HREF1] .
. To date, it is the longest running and most successful software reuse effort within both
AT&T and Lucent Technologies and is known as "Exptools". Exptools can be viewed
from three perspectives [Exptools, HREF2]:
3
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• A set of software tools.
• A distribution system that automatically distributes updates to tens of thousands of
Lucent Technologies users on hundreds of servers nightly.
. Figure 1 • Exptools Distribution Model [Exptools, HREF3]
• A collaborative effort of Lucent Technologies volunteers who contribute their time to
install and maintain software to be shared by everyone.
Traditionally, funding for hardware and a single dedicated staff member to oversee
the process has been provided by the original Switching Systems organization where
Exptools began in Indian Hill, lllinois. N~ single organization within Lucent
Technologies controls Exptools. As both the number of distributed tools and supported
I
\. .
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• A set of software tools.
• A distribution system that automatically distributes updates to tens of thousands of
Lucent Technologies users on-hundreds-ofservers nightly~---
Figure. 1 • Exptools Distribution Model [Exptools, HREF3]
• A collaborative effort of Lucent Technologies volunteers who contribute their time to
install and maintain software to be shared by everyone.
Traditionally, funding for hardware and a single dedicated staff member to oversee
the process has been provided by the original Switching Systems organization where
Exptools began in Indian Hill, illinois. No single organization within Lucent
Technologies controls Exptools. As both:the number of distributed tools and supported
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machine architectures has increased, the need for more sophisticated soft~are and
processes to manage Exptools has increased. Within the Jast year, anew tool, Not-So- .
Bad Distribution (NSBD) has been developed to manage the process. Recently, Lucent
--'I'echnologies-released-NSBD~s __op_en_s1lurce SQHware int9-1he~pJ.lbli(; domainJExptool~ ~ _
HREF4].
In addition to local open source software champions, information on Exptools is
disseminated throughout the company by an Intranet mailing list (att-Iucent-exptools),
Intranet newsgroups (lucent.exptools, lucent.linux), site-based user groups (Denver,
Indian Hill, Murray Hill), and the Exptools web site (exptools.web.lucent.com). In April
1999, Lucent Technologies began providing access to a subset of the complete internal
Exptools distribution on the Internet web site www.bell-Iabs.com/project/wwexptools.
In early September 1999, the future of Exptools was unclear. Funding was in jeopardy
of being discontinued. Efforts were underway corporate-wide to increase awareness of
the value of the service and to solicit input to continue the support of Exptools. Possible
scenarios being considered included:
• Outsourcing the service and establishing a separate company, Exptools.com, managed
under the guidance of Lucent Technologies New Ventures business unit, to provide
automatic updates of open source software and contracted software distribution and
support.
• Fund the service through the CIO organization and charge back business units for
using Exptools.
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III. Motivation
In November 1999, a decision was made to continue the Exptools service. The CIO
organization has allocated one head count for fiscal year 2000 to support Exptools.
However, Exptool supporters remain concerned that funding justification will be an
ongoing issue. These concerns and the researcher's personal interest in Exptools and
open source software served as the motivation for this research project.
The directed research question is "What are the key variables that influence Lucent
Technologies technical staff to either adopt or reject the use of open source software to
perform th~ir job responsibilities?"
IV. Literature Review
A. OpenSource Software
1. Introduction
Closed source software, using a traditional factory-production model of proprietary
software production, provides customers with "shrink-wrapped" binary, machine
executable software. Consumers are unable to examine, modify or evolve the software.
The software vendor maintains intellectual property control over the product. Today's
standard.;.bearer of this approach is Microsoft.
The counterpart, open s·ource software, relies upon the ·Internet engineering tradition
in which source code is available for inspection, independent peer review, and rapid
evolution.· In theopeRsource.softwaremodel,software is a Pllblic good--- free of
6
patents, trade secrets, and intellectual property pr~tecti()n. The standard-bearer of this
approach is the Linux operation system [Raymond, HREFl].
2. Definition
The'Open'Source Initiative (OSI),an open source branding organization~def[nes a set--'-----~
of criteria that must be followed to meet the "true" open source definition and receive the
OSl certification mark [OSl, HREFl]:
• Free redistribution -license may not restrict redistribution of software.
..,
• Source code - must be available.
.• Derived works - modifications to the original software and derived works are
allowed.
- ,
• Integrity of the author's source code - original source code must be available.
• No discrimination against persons or groups - software must be availablefor all.
• No discrimination against fields of endeavor - software may be used in any
discipline..
• Distribution of license - rights transfer to redistributed software.
• License must not be specific to a product - independent of a particular software
distribution.
• License must not contaminate other software - does not restrict other software from
being distributed with the licensed software.
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3. Development Model
Open source software is developed using a looselyorganized iterative,collaborative,
sharing business model. The Internet facilitates the collaboration of a network of
~_ <tece!!tralized, loosely cOIl!1ected individuals, each acting independently in their own self-
interest, to create an integrated software good that provides value to themselves and
others. Central to the business_model is the concept of a gift economy in which people
contribute value without receiving a direct return [Ticoll, 1999].
Open source is a by-product of the Internet, since the universal collaboration of the
Internet lets programmers from all walks of life participate in shaping a single piece of
software.
Figure 2 • Open Source Community Feedback Loop [Lucas, 1999]
B. Window of Opportunity
1. Disruptive Technology
Christensen (1997) discusses the concept of how disruptive technologies start out
satisfying the ne~ds of one market but eventually improve enough to become a
competitive threat to a second market. The situation occurs in part because vendors in the
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3. Development Model
Open source software is developed using a loosely organized iterative, collaborative,
sharing business model. The Internet facilitates the collaboration of a network of
decentralized, loosely connected individuals, each acting ind~pendently in their own self- .
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interest, to create an integrated software good that provides value to themselves and
others. Central to the business model is the concept of a gift economy in which people
contribute value without receiving a direct return [Ticoll, 1999].
Open source is a by-product ot the Internet, since the universal collaboration of the
Internet lets programmers from all walks of life participate in shaping a single piece of
software.
Figure 2 • Open Source Community Feedback Loop [Lucas, 1999]
B. Window of Opportunity
1: Disruptive TechnolQgy
Christensen (1997) discusses the concept of how disruptive technologies start out
satisfying the needs of one market but eventually improve enough to become a
competitive threat to a second market. The situation occurs in part because vendors in the
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second market have directed their R&D and resources on improving the functionality of
t~eir products solely in the context of their market and its original customers, to the point
of providing greater capability than required by the average product user. A new
technology, with enough functionality ahd features --- arid a lower price,.quickly enters
the market and pressures established players.
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Figure 3 • Disruptive Technology S·Curve [Christensen, 1997]
Products succeed in the market to the extent they satisfy buyer requirements.
Requirements consist of an interconnected network of values --- performance vs. price,
system requirements vs. capabilities, etc. Vendors focus on attaining, improving, and
sustaining competitive advantage within the domain of the customer's perceived value
network. However, competition often pushes product capabilities beyond the target
customer's needs. This situation provides an opportunity for a disruptive technology to
enter a market at a'different customer value point. Over time the,improvement rate of the
9
disruptive technology may rise to meet or surpass the competitor's level. At this point,
even high-end buyers begin toadopt the disruptive technology. By the time lead vendors
realize the situation, it is often too late to respond.
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Figure 4 • Impact of Sustaining and Disruptive Technological Change [Christensen, 1997]
2. Competitive Impact
Roussel (1991) discusses the progressive, competitive impact oftechnologies. Pacing
technologies have the potential to change the entire basis of technological competition,
but have not yet been embodied in a product or process. Key technologies are the most
critical to current competitive success and offer the opportunity for meaningful product or
process differentiation. Base technologies, although necessary and essential to prl:J,ctice
well, are typically widespread and shared and offer little potential for competitive
advantage. The competitive impact of a technology is dependent on the industry. . ~
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Potential to change the basis Embodied In products and
of technological competition processes, differentiated In
leading companies
Essential,but knownlo and
practiced by all competitors
---------T1me-----------1.~
Figure 5 • Progression of Competitive Impact of Technologies over Time [Roussel, 1991]
3. Technology Life Cycles
Rogers (1995) classifies stages in the technology life cycle by the relative percentage
J'\..- .
of customers who adopt it at each stage. Early on are the innovators and early adopters,
who are concerned with the underlying technology and its performance. Then come in
succession the early majority pragmatists, the late majority conservatives and lastly the
laggards, all of whom are more interested in solutions and convenience.
Refallve%
of
cUstomers
Customerswant
.techl1Qlogy·
and performance
CtJstomers want
solutions
and COl'\venlence
Figure 6 • Customer Needs Change as Technology Matures [Norman, 1998]
Moore (1991) depicts the transition between the early adopters and early majority
pragmatists as a chasm that many high technology companies never successfully cross.
Norman (1998) argues that technology is good enough when the chasm between early
f
adopters and late adopters is crossed. Innovation is the stimulus to cross the divide.
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Rogers (1995) classifies stages in the technology life cycle by the relative percentage
of customers who adopt it at each stage. Early on are the innovators and early adopters,
who are concerned with the underlying technology and its performance. Then come in
succession the early majority pragmatists, the late majority conservatives and lastly the
laggards, all of whom are more interested in solutions and convenience.
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Moore (1991) depicts the transition between the early adopters and early majority
pragmatists as a chasm that many high technology companies never successfully cross.
Norman (1998) argues that technoJogy is good enough when the chasm between early
adopters and late adopters is crossed. Innovation is the stimulus to cross the divide.
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4. Perspective
Open source software is a disruptive technology. It started out satisfying the needs of
the technical community in building the network infrastructure for the Internet. Over
time-and-baseduponitsperceived advantages (cost, reliability, reusability, and
interoperability) mainstream businesses began using open source softwketo run their
operations. Linux, an open source product, is a classic example of a disruptive open
source technology thatis attacking Microsoft's operating systemmarket dominance.
Open source software can currently be classified as a key technology. It is changing
the competitive dimensions (cost, speed of innovation, source code availability), products
and processes (Linux operating system, Apache web server) and players (newcompetitors
Red Hat and VA Linux Systems as well as established veterans IBM, HP, and Compaq).
According to Rosenberg (HREFl), Linux is gathering strength to leap across the
chasm from early adopters to early"majority status. Rosenberg points out that large
companies are implementing internal Linux projects as a sign that it is clearly in the early
adopter stage. Early adopters, or visionaries, see the advantages of the new technology
and are eager to embrace it. He argues that niche strategies, targeting small markets, are
necessary to provide real-world trials and experience to show the capabilities of binux.
He states that the appearance of muWple new and established hardware (IBM, VA Linux
Systems), software (Caldera, Red Hat, SuSE, TurboLinux), and support vendors
(LinuxCare, IBM) is an important indiCator of increasingly widespread adoption.
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C. Innovation Diffusion Process
1. Definition
Rogers (1995) defines diffusion as a process by which an innovation or technology is
communicated through certaiq. channels over time among the members of a social system.
An innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new (in terms of
knowledge, persuasion, or decision to adopt) by an individual or unit of adoption. The
source of the innovation may originate outside or within the social system.
Technology contains both a hardware aspect, the tool that embodies the technology,
and a software aspect, the inform~tion base for the tool. In the case of open source
software, the hardware aspect is the physical source code and the software aspect is the
documentation.
100%
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Figure 9 • Diffusion Process [Rogers, 1995]
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Rogers' meta-theory of diffusion is composed,offour sub-theories: ,
• Innovation Decision Theory - diffusion is a process that occurs over time and can be
seen as having five distinct stages (knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation,
and confirmation).
• Individual Innovativeness Theory - individuals that are predisposed to being
innovative will adopt an innovation earlier (innovators) than those who are less
predisposed (laggards). '
• Perceived Attributes Theory - innovations will undergo an increased rate of diffusion
,if adopters perceive the innov~tion as having relative advantage, is not overly
complex, is compatible with existing infrastructure, values, and customs, can be tried
on a limited basis and has observable results.
• Rates of Adoption Theory - innovations are diffused over time in a pattern that
,typically begins with slow growth before experiencing a period of relatively dramatic
and rapid growth.
2. , Innovation-Decision Theory
The innovation-decision model describes the process that individuals pass through: 1)
from first knowledge of an innovation, 2) to'forming an attitude towards the innovation,
3) to a decision to adopt or reject, 4) to implementation of the new idea, and 5) to
confirmation of this decision.
15
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Figure 10 • A Model of Stages in the Innovation-Decision Model [Rogers, 1995]
Knowledge Stage
During the knowledge stage the individual becomes aware of the existence of the
innovation and gains some understanding of.how it works. Some researchers claim that
individuals playa passive role in the process since they can not actively seekoutan
innovation until ~hey are aware of its existence. Others feel that an individual gains
awareness-knowledge through behavior that must be initiated, and therefore, awareness-
knowledge is not a passive activity.
Selective exposure influences the tendency to address communication messages that
are consistent with one's existing attitudes and beliefs. Hassinger (1959) argues that
selective perception, the tendency to interpret communication messages in terms of one's
existing attitudes and beliefs, influences one's decisions. Research is unclear if a need,
state of dissatisfaction, precedes knowledge of an idea orvise versa.
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., Ipnovation knowledge can be classified as one of three types. Awareness-knowledge
is information that an innovation exists. How-to knowledge.consists of information
necessary to use an innovation. Principles-knowledge is khowledge of the underlying
principles of how an innovation works.
Persuasion Stage
During the persuasion stage, the individual becomes more psychologically involved in
forming a favorable or unfavorable attitude or "feeling" towards' the innovation by
seeking out, filtering, and selectively coding information about the innovation. In many
situations, formation of a favorable or unfavorable opinion does not automatically lead to
an adoption or rejection decision. Communication channels and personal charactedstics .
such as whether the person is an early or late adopter can also influence the individual's
adoption decision.
Decision Stage
In the decision stage, the individual engages in activities that lead to a decision to
either adopt or reject an innovation. Experimentation can reduce the uncertainty
regarding the innovation. Innovations that can be tried are generally adopted more
quickly.than innovations that can not. Trial-by-others can substitute for personal
experience.
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Implementation Stage
Implementation occurs when .an individual puts an innovation into use. A degree of
uncertainty still exists. The implementation stage ends when the new idea becomes
institutionalized as a regular part of the adopter's ongoing activities and loses its
distinctive quality as a separate entity.
Confirmation Stage
At the copfirmation stage the individual seeks reinforcement of the innovation-
decision or reverses a previous decision to adopt or reject the innovation if. exposed to
conflicting messages about the innovation. At this stage the individual seeks to reduce or
eliminate their cogitative dissonance, an uncomfortable state of mind or uncertainty,
about the decision [Festinger, 1957]. Through selective exposure, individuals frequently
seek out only information that they expect to support or confirm their decision.
The individual may decide to discontinue use of the innovation eitherbecause it was
replaced with a better idea, replacement discontinuance, or due to disenchantment with
the innovation, disenchantment discontinuance. Discontinuance is one indication that the
innovation was not fully institutionalized into the adopter's environment.
The innovation-decision process is characterized as one of uncertainty reduction.
Thompson (1967) and Eveland (1986) stress the uncertainty-reduction aspect of
technology and define technology as a design for instrumental action that reduces the
uncertainty in the cause-effect relationship involved in achieving a desired outcome.
I
Eveland (1986) defines technology as information and technology transfer as the
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communication of information. Technology innovation creates uncertainty for potential
adopters abo~t the expected consequences and also creates an opportunity to reduce the
uncertainty through the base of information available about the technology.
Rogers (1995) distinguishes between the source, originator of a message, and the
channel, the means by which a'message gets from the source to the receiver. Researchers
categorize communication channels as either interpersonal or mass media, or originating
from either an outside or cosmopolitan source. Mass media channels: 1) reach a large
audience rapidly, 2) create knowledge and spread information, and 3) lead to changes in
weakly held attitudes. Interpersonal channels are best at providing two-way information
exchanges and persuading an individual to form or to change a strongly held attitude.
Cosmopolitan channels, outside the social system of study, are relatively more important
at the knowledge stage. Local channels, inside the social system, are more important at
the persuasion stage.
The notion of a hierarchy of communication effects exists in that an individual passes
from knowledge change to overt behavior change in a cumulative sequence of stages
generally parallel to the stages of the innovation-decision process. Prochaska (1992)
proposes an alternative five-stage model of how individuals change behavior.
"~. 19
Stages In the
lnnovatlan-Declsfon Process
Hierarchy
afEffects
Porchasktz's Stages
ofChange
I. Knowledge Stage
1. Recallof iJifonnation.
2. Comprehension ofmessages.
3. Kriowledge or skill for.effective adoption of the
innovation.
II. Persuasion Stage
4. Liking the innovation.
5. Discussion of the new behavior with others.
6. Acceptance ofthe message about the innovation.
7. Formation of a positive image of the mes~age and
the innovation.
8. Support for the innovative behavior from the system.
III. Decision Stage
9. Intention to seek additional Infonnation about the
innovation.
10. Intention to try the innovation.
IV. Implementation Stage
11. Acquisition ofadditional infonnation about the
. innovation.
12. Use of the innovation on a regular basis.
13. Continued use of the innovation.
. v. Conjinnation Stoge
14. Recognition of the benefits ofusing the innovation.
15. lntegration of the innovation into one's ongoing
routine.
16. Promotion of the innovation to others.
I. Precontemplation
II. Contemplation
III. Preparation
IV. Action
V. Maintenance
Figure 11 • Hierarchy of Effects [Rogers, 1995]
3. Individuallnnovativeness Theory
Adopter categorization is the classification of members of asocial system on the basis
of innovativeness, the degree to which an individual is relatively earlier in adopting new
ideas over other members of a system. The time element of the diffus!on process allows
the classification of adopter categories on a normal distribution curve. The role or
information and uncertainty reduction in the ~iffusion pro~ess influences the normal
shape of the curve.
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x-2sd x-sd
Early
Majority
34%
Late
Majority
34%
x+sd
Figure 12 • Adopter Categorization on the Basis of Innovativeness [Rogers, 1995]
Adopter categories have been developed according to ideal types, conceptualizations
of reality designed to make comparisons possible. Due in part to the difficulties in
measuring personality dimensions, variables associated with individual innovativeness
have not yet received full research attention. The dominant characteristics and values of
each ~dopter category are:
• Innovators - venturesome, seeks out new ideas from local peer networks and
cosmopolitan sources, provides gate-keeping role in the flow of new ideas into the
organization.
• Early Adopters ~ respected opinion leader in the social system, ~'individual to check
with" before using a new idea.
• Early Majority- deliberate, accept an innovation before the average member of a
system.
• Late Majority - skeptical of new ideas, peer pressure influences adoption.
• Laggards - traditionalists, extremely cautious, needs to be persuaded.
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4. Perceived Attributes Theory
Rate of adoption is th~ relative speed with which members of a social system adopt an
innovation. The perceived attributes of an innovation are an important factor in
influencing the rate of adoption of an innovation. Accordi~g to Rogers (1995),49%-87%
of all variance in the rate of adoption is explained by five perceived attributes of the
innovation.
Variables Determining the
Rate ofAdoption
I. Perceived Attributes of Innovations
1. Relative advantage
2. Compatibility
3. Compleltity
4. Trialability
5. Observability
D. Type Of. Innovation-DeciSion]
1. Optional 1-. ------~
2; Collective
3. Authority
m. Communication Channels (e.g., mass
media or interpersonal)
IV. Nature of the Social System
(e.g., its norms, degree ofnetwork
interconnectedness. etc.)
V. Extent ofChange Agents' Promotion Efforts
Depen4ent Variable
That Is Explained
Figure 13 • Variables Determining the Rate of Adoption of Innovations [Rogers, 1995]
• Relative advantage - the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being better
than the idea it supersedes. Diffusion scholars have found relative advantage to be
one of the best predictors of an innovation's rate of adoption. Preventative
innovations have particularly slow rates of adoption because individuals have
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difficulty perceiving the relative advantage of an outcome that isprevented. Adoption
incentives can be used to attempt to influence the rate of adoption.
• Compatibility - the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with
existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters. An innovation can
be compatible or incompatible: I) with infrastructure, values, and beliefs, 2) with
previously il1troduced ideas, or 3) with client needs for the innovation. Innovation
negativism, the degree to which one innovation's failure preconditions a potential
adopter to reject future innovations, can negatively impact the adoption of future
innovations. The adoption of one new idea may trigger the adoption of one or more
interrelated technology elements or clusters..
• Complexity - the degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to
understand and use.
• Trialability - the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a
limited basis.
• Observability - the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others.
The type of innovation-decision is related to an innovation's rate· ofadoption.
Innovations requiring an individual-optional innovation-decision are generally adopted
more rapidly than when an innovation is adopted 'by an organization. One means of
increasing the organizational-adoption rate of an innovation is to reduce the size of the
decision unit so fewer individuals are involved in approving the adoption decision..
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Porter (1995) argues th.at superior technological skills or cost advantages are
unsustainable if competitors can easily copy what a firm develops. Porter posits that
diffusion occurs rapidly when: 1) reverse engineering is easy, 2) equipment suppliers aid
in transferring key technologies, 3) industry observers help transfer technologies, 4)
buyers encourage other manufacturers to become qualified alternative sources, 5)
personnel move to rival firms frequently, and 6) leaks of secret information are
commonplace.
The diffusion of technology is often greater for the basic product and process
innovations than it is for later improvements, since these are more likely to become
proprietary. Barriers slowing the diffusion rate include: 1) patenting firm's technologies,
•
2) secrecy, 3) in-house development of prototypes and production equipment, 4) vertical
integration of key parts that embody the technology, and 5) personnel policies that retain'
. .
employees.
Mass communication plays a key role in the diffusion network. The hypodermic
needle model argues that mass media have direct, imniediate, and powerful effects on a
mass audience. The two-step flow model suggests that communication messages flow
from a source, via mass media channels, to opinion leaders, who in tum pass them on to
followers.
Communication between individuals of similar background, homophily, can act as a
trickle-down diffusion barrier. Since individuals interact exclusively within their existing
social network, the resulting vertical diffusion can have a dampening effect on the rate of
,
diffusion.
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Communication network analysis identifies the communication structure in a system
by analy~inginterpersonal.communication relationships and information flows. Personal
communication networks are linked together into larger interlocking networks. Radial
personal networks, a set of individuals linked to a focal individual but not interacting with
each other, are important in the diffusion of innovations because the links reach out into
the entire system.
Granovetter (1973) proposes the paradoxical theory of "The [Informational] Strength
of Weak [Network] Ties" as a framework for classifying network links on the basis of the
. \. -
degree to which they convey information. Weak ties, casual chance relationships, can be
more important than strong ties, close permanent relationships, in communication
networks. Weak ties provide greater potential for' exposure to new innovation
information outside the awareness of one's close, personal network.
Critical mass, the point at which enough individuals have adopted an innovation so
that the future rate of adoption is self-sustaining, is key to the adoption of interactive
innovations. With each additional adopter, the relative advantage forboth new and
existing adopters increases. The continued rate of adoption remains slow until a critical
mass occurs. Once a critical mass is 'achieved, the rate of adoption accelerates.
Schon (1967) challenged the classical diffusion theory that innovations should
originate from a central source and then diffuse to users. Centralized diffusion systems
are based on a linear, one-way model of communication. Decentralized diffusion systems
follow a convergence model of communication, in which participants create and share
information with one another to reach amutual understanding. Decentralized diffusion
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systems, which rely on the user to make sound decisions regarding the management of the
diffusion, work best when: 1) the users are highly educated and technically competent,
and 2) the innovations being diffused do not involve sophisticated technology.
v. Research
A. Methodology
1. Overview
While all four of-Rogers' theories influence the rate of adoption, this research focuses
on the Innovation Decision, Individual Innovativeness, and Perceived Attributes theories.
The researcher's interests were: 1) identification of the decision process, individual
characteristics, ~nd perceived variables determining the open source software adoption
rate, and 2) the effect the attributes had on the. rate of adoption. In light of the issues the
researcher was interested in investigating, it was determined that a subsetof Rogers'
theories was appropriate for the study;
2. Company Liaison
Early in the research phase, the researcher made a decision to pursue career
opportunities outside Lucent Technologies. At this point, the researcher became an
"outsider" to the.research population. A company liaison was needed to serve as the
communication link to Lucent Technologies Intranet and technical staff resources. Dr.
David Dykstra, Exptools administrator, was consulted and agreed to serve as the
researcher's liaison within Lucent Technologies.
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3. Survey
A survey instrument was constructed using Rogers' theories of lnnovation Decision,
fudividual funovativeness, and Perceived Attributes [Appendix A]. The focus of the
survey was to identify and better understand the key factors that influence Lucent
Technologies technical staff to either adopt or reject the use of open source software to
perform their job responsibilities.
The data was collected for two primary purposes: 1) to provide research data for the
study on the diffusion of open source software, and 2) to provide insight into ways to
increase the awareness and use of open source software within Lucent Technologies
business units. The survey consisted of 20 questions and was designed to take
approximately 15 minutes to complete.
The electronic web-based survey was developed and prototyped on the researcher's
futemet-accessible computer networ~ using the open source software Apache web server
and the Linux operatingsystem. The survey was pilot tested over the futemet on sample
populations of Lucent Technologies staff that were familiar with open source software
and those that were not. Feedback from the pilot testers was incorporated into the final
version of the survey.
The survey components (form, graphics, scripts, and call for participation
announcement) were packaged and electronically mailed to Dr. Dykstra for hosting on the
Lucent futranet Exptools web site, exptools.web.lucent.com. Given the initial Linux
development environment and pilot testing, the survey was installed and operational with
minimal effort. Dr. Dykstra posted the provided call fQr participation announcement on
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the Lucent Technologies Intranet newsgroups lucent.exptools and lucent.linux,
subscription,.based mailing list att-Iucent-expt,?ols, as well as placing a hypertext link to
the survey on the Exptools website. Midway through the survey period a follow-up
reminder notice was posted to the newsgroups and mailing list.
The data from submitted surveys was encoded in a special format to facilitate further
electronic processing by the researcher. [Appendix B]. Survey results were electronically
mailed to the researcher and an additional copy was stored on the Exptools web site for
future use by Lucent Technologies. For research purposes, 70 electronic surveys were
collected during the lO-day period in early November, 1999.
The survey questions and presentation order were carefully chosen to both minimize
the number of questions asked and to measure specific diffusion-related phenomena.
Each survey section and question rationale is discussed below.
Section - Instructions
The instruction section provides background information to the survey participant. It
discusses the purpose of the survey, how the data will be used, guidelines, and time
estimates on completing the survey.
Section - Qualification'
• Question 1 - determine whether individual has awareness knowledge and has
considered use of open source software. The survey is designed.to include only the
population of individl;lals that are aware of op~n source software an~ have considered
its use.
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Section - Background
• Question 2 - obtain electronic mail address to facilitate follow-up qualitative
interview with participants that have given their permission (question 20)..
• Question 3 - determine individual's prior experience with open source software.
• Question 4 - determine individual's perceptions and bias regarding open source
software.
• Question 5 - determine individual's computer system proficiency.
• Question 6 - determine individual's adopter category and innovativeness.
• Question 7 - determine type of open source software decision --- optional, collective,
or authoritative.
• Questi~n 8 - determine organizational policy norm on open source software.
Section - Knowledge Stage
• Question 9 - determine individual's how-to knowledge regarding open source
software.
• Question 10 - determine individual's principles knowledge regarding open source
software.
• Question 11 - determine individual's needs identification and willingness to seek
open source software knowledge.
• Question 12 - determine individual's communication channels for obtaining
iflformation on open source software.
• Question 13 - determine individual's sources for obtaining open source software.
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Section - Persuasion Stage
• Question 14 - determine individual's perception of the attributes of open source
software. Based upon readings and the researcher's personal experience, the following
independent open source software perceived attribute dimensions were developed.
Dimension Definition
Low Cost Ability to obtain and use software at little or now cost
"endor independence Independent of a particular software vendor proprietary technology
Rapid resolution of Rapid availability of fixes for errors in the software
software bugs
Rapid development of Rapid availability of incremental software innovations
new releases
Broad inter-operability Ability to communicate with other software and systems using industry
support standard technologies
Broad multi-platform Availability of software across a variety of different types of computer
support operating systems
Easy to administer Measure of ease of installation, licensing management, configuration,
and upgrading of software
Easy to use Measure of ease of learning and using software
Extensive documentation Availability and breadth of software documentation
Availability of source Ability to obtain, examine, learn, and modify the software source code
code
Availability of technical Availability of software support (free or fee based)
support
Reliability Ability of software to produce consistent, d~endable results
Scalability Ability of software to perform increasingly demanding computing tasks
without hard-coded maximum limits
Security Ability to prevent unauthorized and malicious use ofsoftware
Table 1 • Definition of Open Source Software Perceived Attributes
Independent variable dimensions were classified according to the perceived attributes
of the innovation they addressed. Each dimension may exhibit one or more perceived
attributes. Classification is subjective and based upon the researcher's perspective and
experience.
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Perceived Attributes of Open Source Software
Dimension Relative Compatibility Complexity Trialability Observability
Advantage
Low cost· X X
'Iendorindependence X
Rapid resolution of X
software bugs
Rapid development of X
new releases
Broad inter-operability X
support
Broad multi-platform X
support
Easy to administer X
Easv to use X
Extensive documentation X
Availability of source X
code
Availability of technical X
support
Reliability X
Scalability X
Security X
Table 2 • Categorization of Open Source Software Perceived Attributes
Section - Decision, Implementation, and Confirmation Stages
• Question 15 - determine individual's opinion on future direction of open source
software in organization.
• Question 16 - determine open source software adoption/rejection decision for a
specific project.
• Part A - determine project name for follow-up qualitative interview.
• Part B - determine whether experimental evaluation of open source software
occurred.
• Part C - determine adoption/rejection of open source software during software
evaluation phase. If discontinuous rejection, determine reason.
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• Part D - determine adoption/rejection of open source software during software
development and implementation phase. If discontinuous rejection, determine
reason.
• Part E - determine role of open source software in project.
• Part F - determine whether open source software has become institutionalized into
organization's standard toolset.
Section - Comments
• Question 17 - solicit individual's feedback on positive experiences with open source
software.
• Question 18 - solicit individual's feedback on negative experiences with open source
software.
• Question 19 - solicit general feedback on survey.
Section - Contact
• Question 20 - request individual's permission to contact for follow-up qualitative
interview.
4. Interview
During the survey period, an electronic mail message (survey question 2 input) was
. sent from the researcher to the 39 respondents that indicated .they would be willing to
provide follow-up feedback (survey question 20 input). The message asked for their
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telephone number and availabilityJor a briefinterview during a 2-day period,in early
II
November 1999. From the responses, 10·individ:uals were selected at random for contact.
I
The interview was·designed to ask qualitativefQllow-up questions to the individual's
survey responses and probe issues extracted fromthe survey. The interviews were semi-
structured and followed the format of the survey. Interviewees were given the
opportunity to provide additional unstructured feedback on open source software and the
survey.
B. Findings
The survey was designed to sample Olily the population of individuals that were aware
of open source software and had considered using it. Individuals in this population are
considered the early adopters of open source software.
A total of 70 people, 66 (94%) of which met the qualification criteria, answered the
survey during the 10-day data collection period.
Question
1. I have considered the use
of open source software to
perform my job
res onsibilities.
66
Total
4 70
Table 3.. Findings: Survey Qualification
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Of the 66 qualified surveys, 56 (85%) regularly use open source software to perform
their job responsibilities.
uestion
3. I regularly use open source
software to perform my job
res onsibilities.
4 4 2 13
Total
43 66
Table 4 • Findings: Regular Use of Open Source Software
Given the sample size, detailed quantitative analysis of the data was not performed.
Although response breakdown data is provided, data interpretation will focus on
qualitative measures.
Based upon the literature review, propositions were formulated. Survey and interview
data is used to test the propositions. For study purposes, aggregate data percentages
greater than 50% are considered to lend support to the proposition. A consolidated list of
propositions is provided [Appendix C].
1r Personality Variables
Proposition
Earlier adopters have greater rationality than later adopters [Rogers, 1995].
uestion
4. I believe the use of open
source softwarehelps me
perform my job
res onsibilities "better".
3 1 5 8
Total
49 66
-TableS· Personality Variables Findings: Performance of Job Responsibilities
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Rationality is the use of the most effective means to reach a given end. If one believes
the use of open source software helps them perform their job responsibilities "better",
theri regular use of open source software is a rational means to accomplish one's work.
Question 4 lends support to the proposition. A majority of the responses are in the
Agree category (86%).
Proposition
Earlier adopters seek information about innovations more actively than later adopters
[Rogers, 1995]. .
uestion
6. When it comes to new
technologies and ideas, I
considerm self
38 24 4 o
Total
o 66
Table 6· Personality Variables Findings: Adopter Innovativeness
Question
11. I actively seek
information on comparable
o en source software.
1 4 8 17
Total
35 65
Table 7· Personality Variables Findings: Willingness to Seek Information
Survey question 6 is designed to determine the individual's "ideal" adopter category
on the innovativeness continuum. Currently, open source software is at the "chasm"
between early adopter and early majority. The data lends support to the proposition, with
the innovators (obsessed type) at 58% and early adopters (curious type) at 36%, for a total
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Survey question 11 measures the individual's eagerness to seek information on open
source software. The data lends support to the proposition with 80% of the responses in
the Agree category.
Survey questions 6 and 11 were designed to independently address different aspects of
the proposition. Each lends support to the proposition.
Proposition
Earlier adopters have greater knowledge of innovations than later adopters [Rogers,
1995].
uestion
5. I am most proficient with
the following type of
com uter s stem.
o o 63 3
Total
o 66
Table 8 - Personality Variables Findings: Computer System Proficiency
Question
9. I am comfortable using
o en source software.
Total
65
Table 9 - Personality Variables Findings: How-To Knowledge
uestion
10. I understand the
underlying technology of the
o en source software I use.
1 o 3 27
Total
35 66
Table 10 - Personality Variables Findings: Principles Knowledge
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Open source software grew out of the UNIX development tradition. Therefore,
individuals that are proficient with the UNIX operating system are more comfortable
using (possess how-to knowledge) and knowledgeable about (possess principles
knowledge) the underlying technologies of open source software.
Survey question 5 addresses the UNIX computer system and open source software
relationship. The data lends support to the proposition with 95% of the responses as
UNIX.
Survey question 9 measures the individual's how-to knowledge regarding open source
software. The data lends support to the proposition with 94% of the responses in the
Agree category.
Survey question 10 measures the individual's principles knowledge regarding open
source software. The data lends support to the proposition with 94% of the responses in
the Agree category.
Survey questions 5, 9, and 10 were designed to independently address different aspects
ofthe proposition. Each lends support to the proposition.
2. Perceived Attributes
Survey question 14 is designed to proposition test the perceived attributes of open
source "Software [Table 2 - Categorization of Open Source Software Perceived
Attributes]. Each of the perceived attributes will be examined in terms of a supporting
proposition.
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Ran~e
Strongly Mildly Neutral .Mildly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
Question Total
14. I believe open source
software offers the following
advantages.
Low cost 0 1 3 9 53 66
'Iendorindependence 0 0 9 8 49 66
Rapid resolution of software 1 4 9 22 30 66
bugs
Rapid development of new 0 1 11 28 26 66
releases
Broad inter-operability 0 1 7 26 32 66
support
Broad multi-platform support 0 2 5 18 41 66
Easy to administer 1 8 26 23 8 66
Easy to use 1 4 22 29 10 66
Extensive documentation 0 12 20 25 9 66
Availability of source code 0 1 6 11 48 66
Availability of technical 1 14 15 23 12 65
support
Reliability 0 2 8 29 27 66
Scalability 0 2 26 20 18 66
Security 1 3 29 16 17 66
Table 11 • Persuasion Stage Findings: Open Source Software Perceived Attributes
Proposition
The relative advantage ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system, is
positively related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995].
Survey results lend support to the proposition. A majority of the responses are in the
Agree category for each dimension: 1) low cost (94%),2) vendor independence (86%), 3)
rapid resolution of software bugs (79%), and 4) rapid development of new releases
(82%).
Within the relative advantage, dimensions, proposition ,support at the Strongly Agree
level varies considerably. Low cost and vendor independence are strong andconsisten1 at
"-'tIie liigli enQ~Howevef,'fapicn:es.o1liti6n-(jfsoftwarebugsand-rapid-developmentof new
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releases are relatively weaker at the high end and more evenly distributed within the
. Agree <;ategories. A possible interpretation is that responqents view low cost and vendor
independence as relatively mote important and better supported by open source software
than product advancements (bug resolution ~d new features).
Proposition
The compatibility ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system, is
positively related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995].
Survey results lend support to the proposition. A majority of the responses are in the
. Agree category for each dimension: 1) broad inter-operability support (88%), and 2)
broad multi-platform support (89%). Within the dimension, respondents appear to view
multi-platform support as relatively more important and better supported by open source
software.
Proposition
The complexity ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system, is
negatively related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995]. .
Survey results lend mixed support to the proposition. A sizable, but less than
majority, of the responses are in the Agree category for easy to administer (47%). A
somewhat larger group of the responses are in the Agree category for easy to use (59%).
In addition, each dimension has an abnormally large number of responses in the Neutral
category.
A possible interpretation of the response distribution is that the diffusion of open
. -~source software may be-impededcbecause.it is-viewed as-being too difficultto administeL...
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and use. This may be due to the fact that open source software has a relative lack of
standards. for software administration and user interface design.
. '. '
Proposition
The trialibility ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system, is positively
related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995J.
Survey results lend mixed support to the propositiqn. A majority of the respond~nts
(94%) Agree that low cost is an important characteristic in being able to trial open source
software. Extensive documentation support exists within the Agree category (52%),
albeit'weakly. Availability of source code is strongly supported within the Agree
category (89%). Availability of technical support exists within the Agree category (54%),
albeit weakly.
Possible interpretations of the response distribution are that the diffusion of open
source software may be impeded because it is viewed as being too difficult to find and
comprehend software documentation and to obtain sufficient technical support to solve
problems.
Proposition
The observability ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system, is
positively related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995J.
Survey results lend mixed support to the proposition. A majority of the respondents
(85%) Agree that open source software is reliable~ A more broadly distributed majority
of the respondents Agree that open source software is scalable (58%) and secure (50%).
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Possible interpretations of the response distribution are that the diffusion of open
source software may be impeded because it is presently not scalab~e and secure enough.
3. Communication Channels
Proposition
Earlier adopters are more cosmopolitan than later adopters [Rogers, 1995].
uestion
12. I place the following
priority on the listed sources
for obtaining information on
o en source software.
Total
Peers
Software Documentation
Ex tools
Websites (Internal)
Websites xternal)
News ou s
BookslMa azines
Vendors
5 24 37 66
6 29 31 66
15 26 24 65
27 19 19 65
1 15 50 66
20 22 23 65
15 40 10 65
46 19 0 65
Table 12· Communication Channel Findings: Information Sources
Survey results lend mixed support to the proposition. Survey data indicates
respondents placed the highest p~iority on external web sites (76%), followed by peers
(56%), software documentation (47%), Exptools (37%), newsgroups (35%), internal web
sites (29%), books and magazines (15%), and vendors (0%) for obtaining information on
open source software.
/
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uestion
13. I place the following
priority on the listed sources
for obtaining access to open
source software.
Total
Ex tools
Websites (Internal)
Websites (External)
16
20
4
20
30
8
28 64
13 63
·52 64
Table 13 • Communication Channel Findings: Access Sources
Survey data indicates respondents place the highest priority on external web sites
(81 %), followed by Exptools (44%), and internal web sites (21 %), respectively for
obtaining open source software.
Respondents' sources for information and access tended to be more external to their
social system. They are most likely using mass media channels (internal/external web
sites, software documentation, Exptools, books/magazines) for knowledge-creation and
interpersonal networks (peers, newsgroups) for adoption or rejection information.
4. Nature of the Social System
Proposition
The rate ofdiffusion for an innovation is inversely related to the size ofthe decision unit.
Development Management
Team
uestion
7. In my organization the
following have the authority
to decide whether open
source software is used.
42
Ran e
36 26
Total
o 104
Table 14 . Nature of the Social System Findings: Decision Unit
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Survey data lends support to the proposition. Given the multiple-choice nature of the
question, respondents overall rated the decision to use open source software as: 1)
individual (40%), 2) development team (35%),and 3) management (25%). The positive
relationship between the size of the decision unit and the relative decision authority aids
·,1
in increasing the diffusion rate of open source software.
Ran e
uestion
8. My organization's open
source software policy is best
described as '
No open
source
software
maybe
used
1
Some open
source
software may
be used
22
All open
source
software may
be used
3
No
policy
Total
40 66
Table 15 • Nature of the Social System Findings: Policy
Within the organization: 1) no open source software may be used (2%), some open
source software may be used (33%), all open source software may be used (5%), and no
policy (61 %).
Policies covering the use of open source software within the .company are inconsistent
and often times do not exist within an organization. The lack of an explicit policy will
waste time as: 1) individuals try and determine the appropriate situations for using open
source software, and 2) each organization repeatedly re-evaluates the issue.
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Ran e
Decrease Decrease Stay Increase Increase
significantly somewhat the somewhat significantly
Total
I 0 24 34 7 66
uestion
15. I believe the use of open·
source software in my
organization will change over
the next ear.
Table 16 • Nature of the Social System Findings: Future Use.
The outlook for the use of open source software appears to be positive, with 62% of
the respondents indicating they expect it to increase over the next year. However, deeper
evaluation reveals that 36% of the respondents feel the use of open source software will
remain constant. Given this, the figures indicate a mildly, upward sloping diffusion curve
for open source software over the next year.
5. Adoption/Rejection Decision
Proposition .
Trialing innovations decreases the rejection effect in subsequent stages ofthe innovation-
decision process.
Authoritative rejection decreases in relation to the stage in the innovation-decision
process.
uestion
16 B. During the software
evaluation phase, did the
project team gain "hands-on"
experience with the specific
o en source software?
32
Total
10 42
Table 17 • AdoptionJRejection Decision Findings: Software Evaluation Experience
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uestion
16 C. Based upon the results
ofthe software evaluation,
did the project team decide to
use the specific open source
software?
33
Total
, 6 39
uestion
16 C Decision Basis. Ifyou
answered No to the question
above, what was the basis of
the decision?
1 6
Total
o 7
Table 18 • AdoptionlRejection Decision Findings: ,Software Evaluation DecisionlBasis
uestion
16 D. During the
development and
implementation phase, did the
project team decide to
continue the use of the
specific open source
software?
Total
AO
Question
16'D Decision Basis. Ifyou
answered No to the question
above, what was the basis of
the decision?
1 2
Total
1 4
Table 19 •AdoptionlRejection Decision Findings: Software Usage DecisionlBasis
Survey data lends support to the trialing proposition. Starting with the software'
evaluation phase,76% of the respondents gained "hands-on" experience (question 16 B)
with the specific open source software. Based upon the results of the software ~valuation,
---'--------~-------- ,--------------------.-------
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85% of the total respondents decided to use the specific open source software for
implementation (~uestion 16 C). During the development and implementation phase
(question 16 D), ·85% of the respondents continued their use of the specific open source
software. Trialing the software early in the innovation-decision process decreased the
rejection effect during the subsequent stages.
Survey data lends support to the authoritative rejection proposition. During the
software evaluation phase (question 16 C Decision Basis), 86% of the rejection decisions
were authoritative - individual, development team, or management. During the
development and implementation phase (question 16 D Decision Basis), 50% of the
rejection decisions were authoritative. During this phase, authoritative decisions were
made for similar reasons. From survey data, rejection decisions were based upon product
limitations, primarily slow performance. Although the limited number of responses for
these questions make deep quantitative and qualitative analysis impractical, it is clear that
the authoritative impact on rejection decreases the further one is in the innovation-
decision process.
Question
16 E. I believe the use ofthe
specific open source software
played a key role in the
ro'ect.
1 2 4 13
Total
20 40
Table 20 - AdoptionlRejection Decision Findings: Project Role
..._-----_ ..._---_...__.._ .. _----- ---
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Question 16 E is designed to measure the impact the specific open source software had
on the project. Survey data indicates 83% of the respondents, Agree that the specific open
source software had a key role in the project.
uestion
16 F. Based upon the project
team's experience, the
specific open source software
has become a part of the
organization's standard
. toolset.
4 2 7 7
Total
20 40
Table 21 • AdoptionlRejection Decision Findings: Routinization
Question 16 F is designed to determine if the specific open source software has·
become institutionalized into the organization's standard toolset. Survey data indicates
68% of the respondents Agree that use of the specific open source software has been
routinized. However, the distribution of responses is fairly spread out. Based upon
survey comments, this may be due to the fact that some respondents had difficulty
correlating the evaluation, use, and routinization of a specific open source software
product with a specific project.
6. Experiences with Innovation
Survey questions 17 and 18 give participants an opportunity to provide free format
feedback on both positive and negative experiences with open source software. Selective
comments are presented below and grouped by perceived attributes into related subject
areas.
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Positive Experiences
We certainly have saved a lot ofmoney.
Achieved significant cost reductions by moving to GCC instead ofvendor supplied compiler.
Quick availability/access to useful software that otherwise would have taken a long time to develop (or
would cost a lono purchase. Quicker availability equates to faster time to market.
Vendor independence
Open source software has been a key in our speed ofdevelopment and platform independence.
The easy availability ofthese products makes it much easier to be productive when switching between
projects/environments.
Rapid resolution ofsoftware bugs
I've reported a number ofproblems with open source software to the author(s) and had afix e-mailed to
me within a matter ofdays or even hours after reporting. I have never seen this kind ofturnaround with
proprietary software.
Direct and immediate access to software authors when you have a problem is always a pleasant and
invigorating surprise.
It's all been so positive that it's hard to identify a single case. Rarely does one upgrade an open source
product andfind previously working logic broken (which happens all too often in the closed Windows
world). It's always a net positive.
Rapid development ofnew releases
We are fools to not pick up on the wave of improvements coming from thousands of
developers/users/testers. No company can produce the test/development momentum as seen with open
source software.
. Easy to use
I am particularly appreciative ofthe Exptool bundle and the work ofthe providers.
Availability ofsource code
The availability ofsource so that minor little annoyances in the way some programs function can be
changed is a great advantage.
---' .. _-.
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Availability of technical support
I believe open source software is good overall, provided it comes with technical support from a quality
reseller.
I don't consider technical support to be as important as it is for proprietary systems. With open source I
can always support it myself. ..However, so long as you are using open source, technical support will
always be possible. This is simply not possible with proprietary support.
Reliability
I've used Linux for several years, andfound it to be very stable, and a great professional growth
opportunity.
GNU tools are excellent in peiformance, reliability, and availability.
Scalability
I find that open source software provides the functionality that I need without carrying the extra
"baggage" that proprietary software has. It is usually faster, more reliable and does not seem to place as
much load on the machine.
Negative Experiences
Rapid resolution ofsoftware bugs
Various packages have occasionally had bugs in them.
lfyou get too close to the bleeding edgethen you can waste a lot oftime with unstable software. It's my
choice how close I want to be, but that choice has a cost.
lfyou get it (open source softwareltools)from a vendor then the fixes lag behind the actual "real" open
source software. Thus, you chase down bugs which were fixed many months ago.
Easy to administer
I have found that some ofthe open source tools are so dependent on other open source tools that collecting
and installing alllhe pieces can be very time-consuming.
Administrationof the system does take more know how and effort but is paid for in reliability and
productivity.
Obtaining open source software is kind ofa hassle. You have to go looking for it rather than just ordering
it. Installation is usually not as easy as software obtained through a retail channel.
Video installation tools.. .they appear to change from release to release and not alwdys for the better.
~ _._~_._._--
---------- ~------------
One problem with using Exptools for open source, is that most~na-{l-SerS do nat have-a mechanism to
••control which version ofthe tools is beingused.· .
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Easy tb use
The typical compile vaguaries for different platforms are a constant annoyance.
Sometimes you have to learn very much before you can use it, but after that you don't want to miss it.
Extensive documentation
Finding documentation can be hard sometimes. Not everybody documents their programming very well.
Finding documentation on opensource software can be challenging. Sometimes it requires a different
approach to finding the answer's that I need. I usually refer my questions to newsgroups, mailing lists,
and Internet sites.
Availability of technical support
Lack ofsupport. But this is changing with the various newsgroups (internal and external).
Reliability
Reliability can be a suspect sometimes, but usually given some time period one does get afix. Supported
software is certainly not better.
Organizational Issues
Not a one, unless one counts the frequent encounters withothers that are ill-informed about the concept
and try to force an organization away from it. There are afew like that within my project, but so far the
open source voices here have prevailed (and are gaining strength).
Convincing management.
In my organization, the open source concept is quite unknown and alien and using open source software is
not considered in general. .
7. Survey Feedback
Survey question 20 gave participants an opportunity to provide free format feedback
on the surve¥.· Selective comments are presented below and grouped into related subject
areas.
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Positive Feedback
Good survey.
Recommendations
Your survey has a moderate predisposition to both netnews and Exptools.
The questions are too restrictive and do not capture the essence ofmy experience with open source.
I don't believe in surveys. They are usually highly subjective and insufficiently quantitative. Afew in-
depth case studies would be more convincing.
This survey was at times confusing about what is meant by "using" open sou1e software.
Good survey, but you should have asked a question as to whether an open source product replaced a
vendor solution. I suspect in many cases, especially with tools and compilers, the answer would be "yes".
C. Limitations
The results of the study are subject to the following limitations:
• The study occurred at a moment in time. A more detailed study would establish a
baseline set of measurements, sample the population over time, and analyze the
changes.
• The study did not try to specifically identify and measure open source software norms
across business units and cultural differences.
• The study did not incorporate principles from Rogers' Rates of Adoption Theory.
This limitation is due to the snapshot in time perspective of the research.
• The study examined the norms and beliefs of individuals within one company.
Examination of other corporate environments may yield different results.
• Survey participant feedback indicated confusion with question 16, which was
.. designedtocapturethedecision,implementation.,~and·confirmation·processfora-.... -
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specific piece of open source software on a project. The lack of quantity and richness
of the responses limited the depth of the analysis.
• Survey questions did not solicit input on specific actions the company should
undertake to clarify the corporate position on open source software.
D. Future Research
Future research within the problem domain could address the limitations above by
evaluating the following:
• Practices and behavior over time
• Differences across business units and cultural values
• Other companies
• Restructuring the survey questions to better capture the decision, implementation, and
confirmation process
• Development of corporate open source software practices and measurement systems.
E. Lessons Learned
The researcher learned a number of valuable lessons during the project:
• Researching a population as an "outsider" changes one's perspective. Early on in the
research, the researcher was an "insider" to the population under study. Once the
researcher became an' "outsider" the concern for intellectual property protection
became a signifi~ant issue. During the ,survey phase, the researcher received a
__~~. __~n=u=m=ber of electronic mail messag~,!sking how the data would be used and how to
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deal with proprietary information on the survey. Finally, having a company liaison
that was well known within the open source ~oftware community at Lucent
Technologies proved to be a valuable asset during the survey process.
• Survey development was more time-consuming than originally anticipated. The value
of pilot testing the survey before deployment proved to be a 'significant benefit. The
importance of succinctly phrasing the question and providing a small, focused subset
of questions was important. Finally, the value of using a web-based survey and a
well-designed data format greatly facilitated data analysis.
• Questionnaire information solicited over a directed, communication channel
(newsgroups), supported by a recognized open source advocate within the company
(Dr. Dykstra), and collected via a web-based survey produced a high degree of
participation by the desired audience in a short period of time. A suprisingly large
number of survey candidates and qualified participants responded during the short 10-
day data collection window. Of the 66 qualified'survey candidates, nearly everyone
answered each question. This indicates that the survey was not overly burdensome
and time-consuming to complete. All people provided their electronic mail address as
requested in question 2. Based upon the electronic mail correspondence with people,
that answered Yes to question 20, all addresses were correct, i.e. not misspelled or
fictitious. In addition, 56% of the people indicated that they could be contacted for
follow-up discussion. This level of participation indicates people were truly
interested in the subject matter.
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F. Recommendations
Based upon survey data and qualitative interview feedback, a number of
recommendations are made to help Lucent Technologies better utilize open source
software:
• Establish a corporate policy on open source software for both internal use and the
development of commercial products. From the survey data, 61 % of the respondents
indicated that their organization has no policy on the use of open source software.
Interview follow-up indicated a strong desire for a policy statement.
• Establish a stronger and more defined link with the corporate legal division to provide
consultation and education services to organizations on intellectual property, licensing
issues, and liability topics.
• Establish a corporate portal web site for open source software. The site would
address issues such as: 1) what open source software licenses are acceptable for use,
2) company procedures for releasing internally developed software as open source,
and 3) publicizingopen source software strategic efforts and cost savings within the
company.
• Establish and/or identify specific training courses on open source software. Current
Lucent Technologies Learning and Performance Center (LPC) open source software
course offerings, which include topics such as Perl and Tkffcl, should be expanded.
• Obtain greater CIO organization involvement in the selection and use of open source
software for corporate application~. Survey and interview feedback indicates a strong
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bias for Microsoft offerings for corporate applications and a 'lack of consideration
outside this realm.
• Establish a centralized corporate support system for open source software.
• Establish an internal Lucent Technologies Public License (LTPL), similar to a public
open source license, for internal software sharing across the company. Organizations
across Lucent Technologies are developing significant software assets that, due to
competitive pressures across business units, are not shared with the rest of the
company. These practices increaseboth costs and time to market for new products.
VI. Conclusion
The thesis identified and examined the key variables that influence the open source
software adoption process by Lucent Technologies technical staff during the course of
performing their jobresponsibilities. A background literature review was provided on the
. commercial window of opportunity that open sOUfcesoftware has as a disruptive
technology. Rogers' classical innovation-decision process served as the research
methodology framework. Based upon the research, a series of findings and propositions,
paralleling Rogers' generalizations, were developed. Research limitations, lessons
learned, suggestions for further research, and recommendations to Lucent Technologies
were provided.
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Lucent Technologies
Bell ~bs Inr'lOVatlons
Open Source Software Survey
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A. Open Source Software Survey - Web Form()
The PurPose of the survey is 10 identify and bener understand the key factors that influence Lucent Technolo~ies technical staff to either adopt or reject lI1e ~e oiJpcn source Software to perfonn their job
responsibilities. .
All survey questions should be answered from this perspective.
The data is being collecled for Iwo primary purposes: I) as research material for a study on the diffusion nf open source software, and 2) to provide insight into ways to increase the awareness and use of open SOUlt"
software within Lucent Technologies business units. Your survey input and followup participation will serve as valuable'input to the process.
The survey consists of 20 questions. ~roupcd into related sections. The survey should take approximately IS minuLeS to complete.
Please forward questions or commentshm:.
Qualification
1. I have considered the use of open source software to perform my job responsibilities. 0 Yes 0 No
If you answered No to th~ question above, please stop and I Submit Survey
Background
2. Email [1=======JI91ucent.com
3. I regularly use open source software to perform my job responsibilities.
oStrongly Disagree 0 Mild~y Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
4. I believe the use of open source software helps me perform my job responsibiliti"es -better-.
oStrongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
5. I am most proficient with the following type of computer system.
o
o
o
o
MacintOSh
Mainframe
UNIX
Windows
Other (Specify)
6. When it comes to new technologies and ideas, I consider myself
o Obsessed - constantly interested in learning about
o curious - solicit some preliminary advice from others before forming an opinion
o Reserved - wait for others to experiment with and verify before forming an opinion
o Skeptical - doubt their value until shown significant hard evidence
o Resistant - must be forced to accept
7. In my organization the following have the authority to decide whether open source software is used.
o
o
o
Individual
Development~Team
Management
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Other (Specify) ,,' '"
8. My organization's open source software policy is best described as
o No open source software may be used
o Some open source software may be used
o All open source software may be used
o No policy
Knowledge
9. I am comfortable using open source software.
oStrongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral Q Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
10. I understand the underlying technology of the open source software I use.
oStrongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
11. I actively seek information on comparable open source software.
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
12. I place the following priority on the ~isted sources for obtaininginfonnation on open source software.
Peers oLow oMedium oHigh
Software Documentation o Low oMedium oHigh
Exptools oLow oMedium Oiligh
Websites (Internal) o Low oMedium oHigh
Websites (External) oLow oMedium o High
Newsgroups o Low o Medium oHigh
Books/Magazines oLow oMedium oHigh
Vendors o Low oMedium o High
Other (Specify)
13. I place the following priority on the listed sources for obtaining access to open source software.
Exptools oLow o Medium oHigh
Websites (Internal) oLow o Medium oHigh
Websites (External) o Low oMedium oHigh
Other (Specify)
Persuasion
14. I believe open source software offers the following advantages.
Low cost
Vendor independence
Rapid resolu~ion of software bugs
Rapid development of new releases
Broad inter-operability support
Broad multi-platform support
Easy to administer
Easy to use
Extensive documentation
Availability of source code
Availability of technical support
Reliability
Scalability
security
Other (Specify)
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly. Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agre~ 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree ·0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagre.e ·0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 MildlY· Agree 0 Strongly Agree
o Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree ONeutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
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Decision, Implementation, and Confirmation
any general comments you have on the survey.
15. I believe the use of open source software in my orqanization will chanqe over the next year.
0 Decrease significantly
0 Decrease somewhat
0 Stay the same
0 Increase some~hat
a Increase significantly
16. Answer the following for a project where the use of open source software was considered.
A. Project Name
B. OUring the software evaluation phase, did the project team gain 'hands-on' experience with the specific open source software? <:)Yes
c. Based upon the results of the software evaluation phase, did the project team decide to use the specific open source software? aYeS
If you answered No to the question above, what was the basis of the decision?
o Product Limitation
o Authoritative Decision (Individual, Development Team, or Management)
Other (Specify) ,-! .....
D. During the development and implementation phase, did the project team decide to continue the use of the specific open source software?
o Yes 'ONO
If you answered No to the question above, what was the basis of the decision?
o Product Limitation
o Authoritative Decision (Individual, Development Team, or Manpgement)
Other (Specify)
E. I believe the use of the specific open source software played a key role in the project.
a Strongly Disagree 0 Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
F. Based upon the project team's experience, the specific open source software has become a part of the organization's standard toolset.
oStrongly Disagree <:) Mildly Disagree 0 Neutral 0 Mildly Agree 0 Strongly Agree
Comments
17. Describe any particularly positive experiences you have had with open source software.
I.~El 1rlJ
18. Describe any particularly negative experiences you have had with open SOUrce software.
~----l
19. Provide
~r--~--------_.-=-=-62-j·····
Contact
20. I may be contacted for a brief (15 minute) followup discussion to gain more insight into my responses. 0 Yes 0 No
Submit Survey II Reset Survey
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B. Open Source Software Survey - Data Format
FIELD_BEGIN
question_l=Yes
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_2=alecshaw
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_3=Strongly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_4=Strongly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_5=UNIX
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_5.other=
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_6=Obsessed
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_7=Individual
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_7=Development Team
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_7=Management
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_7.other=
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_8=Some open source software may be used
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_9=Strongly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_10=Mildly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_ll=Strongly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_12.peers=High
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_12.software_documentation=Medium
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
____________~·_ql.L~tiQ!L~~._§~_toc:>1I:L=Hig1L__ _
FIELD_END
-FIELD=BEGIN~
question_12.websites_internal=High
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FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_12.websites_external=High
FIELD_END .
FIELD_BEGIN
question_12.newsgroups=Medium
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_12.books_rnagazines=Medium
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_12.vendors=Medium
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_12.other=
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_13.exptools=High
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_13.websites_internal=Medium
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_13.websites_external=Medium
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_13.other=
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.cost=Strongly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.vendor_independence=Strongly Agree
FIELD-.:END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.fixes=Mildly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.releases=Mildly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.interoperability=Mildly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.rnulti-platforrn=Mildly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.adrninistratibilitY=Neutral
FIELD_END
. FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.usability=Mildly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD-,-BEGIN
question_14.documentation=Mildly Agree
FIELD_END
F!ELD_BEGIN ~
___.__--"questIoIl"'14:soufCe::...code=SfronglVAgree---·-FIELD_END ~_~__
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.technical_support=Neutral
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FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.reliability=Mildly Agree
-FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.scalability=Mildly Agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.securitY=Neutral
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_14.other=my responses with if refering to exptools would be
mostly strongly agree
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_15=Increase somewhat
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_16.A=
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN ,
question_16.C.basis.other=
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_16.D.basis.other=
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_17=We do not use open sou~ce in our product but do use several
open source tools in the development process of our software product.
I particularly use several tool found in exptools and am appreciative of
providers.
I use some open source tools to provide a uniform tools that I use on my
work Sun and PC, and my home PC (e.g. gvim, perl, gcc, ... )
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_18=I have found that some of the open source tools are so
dependent on other open source tools that collecting and installing all
the pieces can be very time consuming. We were looking at evaluating an
internal tool which had interdependency on 3 open source packages and
after having problems installing the 2nd package we decided that the
small benefit the tool would give us was not worth the time and effort.
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_19=I am particularly appreciative of the exptool bundle and the
work of the providers.
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
question_20=Yes
FIELD_END
FIELD_BEGIN
submit_qualified=Submit Survey
FIELD_END
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C. Proposition List
Personality Variables
Earlier adopters have greater rationality than later adopters [Rogers, 1995],'
Earlier adopters seek infonnation about innovations more actively than later
adopters [Rogers, 1995].
Earlier adopters have greater knowledge of innovations than later adopters [Rogers,
1995].
PerceivedAttributes
The relative advantage ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system,
is positively related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995].
The compatibility ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system, is
positively related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995].
The complexity ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system, is
negatively related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995].
The trialibility ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system, is
positively related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995].
The observability ofan innovation, as perceived by members ofa social system, is
positively related to its rate ofadoption [Rogers, 1995].
Communication Channels
Earlier adopters are more cosmopolitan than later adopters [Rogers, 1995].
Nature of the Social System
The rate ofdiffusion for an innovation is inversely related to the size of the decision
unit.
Trialing innovations decreases the rejection effect in subsequent stages ofthe
innovation-decision process.
Authoritative rejection decreases in relatio"[t to the stage in the innovation-decision
process.
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